
Cabin Check In Policy updated 7-11-24 

CABIN CHECK IN: 

Our goal at OSU’s Lake Carl Blackwell is for our guests to have a memorable and happy 
stay with us. Please, let us know if something is not to your satisfaction and we will 
assist you!  

We respectfully request that you leave our cabins as you find them. Please take a 
moment to review our policies below. While we understand that accidents happen and 
items may get displaced, we always appreciate knowing about such situations so that 
we can address them promptly. 

DAMAGE DISCOVERED AFTER CHECK-OUT: Cabins found with waste scattered around, 
in complete disorder, and/or “trashed” will be subject to a maintenance deep cleaning 
fee, administration fee and/or third-party fees.  

DAMAGE TO ROOM: Damage to rooms, fixtures, furnishing, and equipment including 
the removal of utensils/accessories, towels, artwork, etc. will be charged at 100% of full 
and new replacement value plus any shipping and handling charges. Any damage to the 
cabin/s, whether accidental or willful, is the responsibility of the registered guest for 
each room.  

DAMAGE TO MATTRESSES AND BEDDING: Damage to mattresses and linen (beyond 
normal wear and tear) including towels, mattress pads, sheets, and comforters resulting 
from the use of body oils, make-up, heavy red dirt staining, etc. will result in a charge at 
100% of full and new replacement value plus any shipping and handling charges, for the 
special cleaning, repair or replacement of the damaged item/s. 

Any costs associated with repairs and/or replacement will be charged to the credit card 
of the registered guest after prior notification. 

 

Signed______________________________  Date_______________________ 

 

Printed name: ________________________  Cabin #_____________________ 
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